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Preconditioning By Incomplete Block Cyclic Reduction

By Garry Rodrigue* and Donald Wolitzer

Abstract. Iterative methods for solving linear systems arising from the discretization of

elliptic/parabolic partial differential equations require the use of preconditioners to gain

increased rates of convergence. Preconditioners arising from incomplete factorizations have

been shown to be very effective. However, the recursiveness of these methods can offset these

gains somewhat on a vector processor. In this paper, an incomplete factorization based on

block cyclic reduction is developed. It is shown that under block diagonal dominance

conditions the off-diagonal terms decay quadratically, yielding more effective algorithms.

Introduction. Iterative methods are frequently used for solving the linear systems

arising from the differencing of 2-dimensional elliptic or parabolic partial differen-

tial equations, [19]. These systems are often very large and take on the structure

(1.1) Ax =

B\

B, B¡

B, AL

>'i

>2

».

where A¡ is tridiagonal and symmetric (i = 1,2,..., ¿) and B¡ is tridiagonal (/' =

1,2.L — 1). Each block is order K. x, and y¡ are vectors of length K (i = 1,...,

L). K and ¿ refer to the number of discrete x and y coordinates respectively on an

orthogonal numerical grid, [16]. The matrix A is assumed symmetric and positive

definite

Most iterative methods for solving Ax = y involve approximating the matrix A by

a matrix M (called a preconditioner or a splitting matrix), and at each iteration,

solving a system of the form Mz = d. For example, first order iterative methods such

as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, or SOR iterative methods (cf. [21]) can be put in a

general form

(1.2) Mx(k+X) = Nxik) +y,

where x(0) is given and A = M - N. Second order iterative methods are generally

regarded as accelerations of first order methods and can be put in general form as

(1.3) Mz(k) = y -Ax(k),

x(k+\) _ x(k-\) + U k+\ («*
,(* + x(k)_x(k-l)^
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where uk + x, ak are scalars and x(X) and x{0) are given. The Chebyshev semi-iterative

method and Richardson second order method are of this form (cf. [21]) as well as the

generalized conjugate gradient method (cf. Conçus et al., [2]). As can be seen from

(1.2) and (1.3), with the exception of inverting M, iterative methods are highly

parallel algorithms. This is where the problem lies. The matrix M can range from a

simple diagonal matrix (e.g., Jacobi's method), where inverting M is a single vector

division, to a complicated product of lower and upper triangular matrices (e.g.

point-SSOR) where inverting M is a highly recursive process, cf. Young [21].

Unfortunately, the more recursive the inversion process, the faster the iterates x(k)

converge to the solution of the system (1.1) and the less vectorizeable the method.

Lately, taking M to be an incomplete Cholesky factorization of A has proven to be

a very powerful choice for a preconditioner. Intuitively, the construction of M in this

case is very straightforward. Since A is symmetric and positive definite, it admits a

Cholesky factorization, A = LDL', where ¿ = (/, •) is a lower triangular matrix and

D = (djj) is a diagonal matrix. These matrices are given by the recurrence formula:

For/ = 1.N,
i- 1

( 1.4) Iji = aß -  £ ljmlimdmm,      j = /',/'+ 1,.... N,

where N = KL. For an incomplete Cholesky factorization of A, the computation

(1.4) is performed with the constraint that ljt = 0, where the pair (j, i) is not in some

matrix sparsity pattern that is to be maintained. A common practice is for the new

lower triangular matrix ¿ to have the same sparsity pattern as the original matrix A.

Using this form of M = LDL' as a preconditioner has its origins in Varga [20].

However, the real power of this preconditioner came when Meijerink and van der

Vorst, [15], coupled it with the generalized conjugate gradient method of Conçus.

Golub, and O'Leary, [2]. Kershaw, [10], demonstrated the superiority of this method

over the conventional relaxation methods such as S.O.R. Since then, several papers

have appeared in the literature dealing with different aspects of this method, e.g.,

Manteuffel, [14], Axelsson, [1], Gusstafson, [6], Ehrel et al. [4] and to describe the

contribution of each of them would indeed add considerable length to this paper.

Consequently, we have elected to omit this discussion.

Resolving the incomplete Cholesky factorization in (1.3) by a back-substitution

algorithm is a recursive process and can be very troublesome for efficient vector

computing. Greenbaum and Rodrigue, [5], Jordan, [8], and Kershaw, [9], describe

implementations of the back-substitution algorithm on vector-processors but these

methods do not yield vectors with lengths large enough for efficient pipelining. This

is due mainly to the dependence of the back-substitution process on the way the

original factorization was set up in the first place i.e. the Gaussian Elimination

method (1.4). Thus, to achieve a more vectorizeable method, the entire factorization

and substitution process must be re-examined.

Lambiotte and Voigt, [11], and Madsen and Rodrigue, [12], have shown how the

odd-even and cyclic reduction algorithms are highly parallel methods for solving

scalar tridiagonal systems on vector-processors. Heller, [7], extended these algo-

rithms to block-tridiagonal systems such as (1.1). In this paper, we show how the
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Tk

idea of incompleteness can be extended to these algorithms in such a way as to yield

preconditioning systems that have a high potential for vector- as well as multi-

processor computation. In addition, we capitalize on some of the results by Heller

concerning the decay of the off-diagonal blocks in the odd-even or cyclic reduction

process to yield an even higher degree of parallelism.

2. Incomplete Block Odd-Even Reduction. We begin by first discussing block

odd-even reduction in terms of the diagonal notation of Madsen et al. [13]. This

notation will be used throughout the paper and maintains the following conventions:

For a given block matrix T = (7] ),

T=      E      Tk,       Tk = (T,^),
k=-(n-\)

T(k)=fTu,    Uj-i + k,

10,       otherwise,

i.e., Tk has only a nonzero kth block diagonal. Figuratively,

o/
k th block diagonal

Sometimes we will be using the scalar entries of a block matrix. To avoid confusion

we will use lower-case letters to denote the scalar diagonals. That is, if T = (*,-■) is a

scalar matrix, then

«-1

T-       E      h,
k=-(n-\)

where the tk are scalar diagonal matrices defined as above. The important conse-

quence of this diagonal representation is that the diagonals of a matrix can be

mathematically followed during the course of an algorithm. This is largely due to the

following relationship for matrix multiplication: if T = VW, then

(2.0) Tj-    E    VkWm.
j = k + m

With this notation in mind, the block odd-even reduction algorithm can be described

as follows:

BLOCK ODD - EVEN REDUCTION

Decomposition: Let A(0) = A and p an integer such that 2P < ¿ < 2P+X. Then for

q = 0,l,...,p- 1,

(2.1) QM - I - A«>{AW)-\

(2.2) A^+X)= (1+ Q^)A^\

Forward Substitution:

p-\ p-\

(2.3) n U + Q(q))Amx = a(p)x = n (/ + QW))y = y(p)-
q=0 q=0
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Backward Substitution:

x = [A^Yly^\

Remark 1. Note that

Aw = A2%x + A% + A^   and   A" = Ap,

i.e., the nonzero off-diagonal blocks of A(q) are precisely A{f\q, and Ap is a

block-diagonal matrix.

Remark 2. If

(2.4) //«" = /- {A^Y'a^,

then

A^^ = A{"\l + H(-")).

Heller [7], analyzed the behavior of the /,- and /^,-norms of the off-diagonal blocks

in the odd-even reduction algorithm and his results are as follows:

Theorem 2.1. Suppose A^ is a nonsingular N X N matrix and \\H(0)\\X < 1. Then

for q = 0, 1,..., p, the block odd-even reduction algorithm yields

(i) A{0q) is a nonsingular N X N matrix;

(ii)\\H^X)\\x<\\(H^)2\\ao;

(iii)//IIÔ(0)ll, < 1, then \\Q^+X)\\X < IKß^)2!!.-

Theorem 2.1(iii) states that the off-diagonal blocks of Q(q) decay quadratically to

zero. Hence, block odd-even reduction can be prematurely terminated to obtain the

following algorithm: Let

m—1 m—1

A(m)x= n (I + Qin)A<®x = n {I+Q(i))y=y(m\
i=0 i=0

and define jc(m) = (^(0m))-y°.Then, cf. Heller [7],

Corollary 2.1. If A^ is nonsingular and \\Hi0)\\x < I, then

\\x - x(m)|L , x
12_LL°2. < II WOOm

where x is the solution 0/(1.1).

Since our goal is to examine the behavior of odd-even reduction on matrices

arising from elliptic partial differential equations, it is natural to study the effect of

the odd-even reduction algorithm on Af-matrices. We call a matrix T = (t¡j) with

tu > 0 and t¡¡ ^ 0, /' *j, i = I,..., n an ¿-matrix. Further, an ¿-matrix is a

nonsingular M-matrix if it is inverse positive, i.e., T'x > 0. A necessary and

sufficient condition for inverse positivity of an ¿-matrix T is the existence of a vector

v > 0 such that Tv > 0. A symmetric nonsingular M-matrix is a Stieltjes matrix.

Theorem 2.2. IfA(0) is an N X N Stieltjes matrix, then the block odd-even reduction

algorithm generates A{<l\ 0 < q < p, that are also N X TV Stieltjes matrices.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on q. Assume A(q) is a Stieltjes matrix. Then,

setting certain off-diagonal entries of A(q) to zero still results in an M-matrix (cf.

Varga [19, Theorem 3.12]). In particular, A(0q) is a Stieltjes matrix, (A(0q))~] > 0, and

Q(q) = I - A{q){A(0q)yl >0.

Let x > 0 such that A(q)x > 0. Then

(2.5) A(q+X)x = (l + Qiq))A(q)x>0.

By (2.2),

4«+1> = 4«> - A%(APY*AW - A2V(A^y]A%,

4?í,»)= -Ay(A^y]A2v,

and

Hence, A(q+ X) is an ¿-matrix and, by (2.5), an M-matrix. Symmetry follows from the

fact that (A%)' = A(2f.   D

As can be easily seen, the block odd-even reduction algorithm causes numerical

fill-in of the blocks almost immediately from the onset, and any matrix sparsity

patterns in the original system (1.1) are completely destroyed. However, following

the example of the incomplete Cholesky factorization, sparsity patterns can still be

maintained if an incomplete version of the block odd-even reduction algorithm is

used.

Sparsity patterns are formalized by using the concept of a graph. If M = (1,2,...,

n) x (1,2,..., n), then a graph G is any subset of M. A given graph G induces an

operator spG on the set of all n x n matrices, A(n), as follows:

spG:A(n)^A(n),       spG[A] = B = (biJ),

where

bu = 0   if (/,;)£ G   and   btJ - atj   if (i,j) e G.

A graph G is said to be symmetric if (/', j) g G implies (j, i) e G. Hence, if G is

symmetric,

[sPc(A)]'- *Pa[A*].

For matrices with block entries, T = (T¡j) where Tu e A(n), define

spcm = {spG[Tu]).

In the same way, if G is a symmetric graph,

[sPc(r)]' = spG(r).

We assume in the remainder of the paper that a symmetric graph has been given and

write sp as the induced operator spG. An incomplete version of the block odd-even

reduction algorithm now follows.
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INCOMPLETE BLOCK ODD- EVEN REDUCTION

Decomposition: Let Ä{0) = A and p an integer such that 2P < ¿ < 2p+l. Then for

q = 0, l,...,p - 1,

Step 1. This is just the normal Cholesky bq)D{q)(bq))' factorization of Âtf\

Step 2. Define

öq)= sp^K^n^T1].   c[q)= sP[i<j'2>/(¿<<'>)(~',(¿(£',r']-

Step 3. Define

i«?+D = A%1\ + 4?+ " + i^t,»,

where

4"+1) = 4"' - spfc^lD^C^)'] - sp[(Ci<")'/3(")(Ci''))'].

Ä%1\ = -sp^C^Â^C^)'],       4^1)= -spf^'Ö^^Cl^)']-

Forward Substitution: Let y<0> = >'■ Then for q = 0, 1./? - 1,

^(i+i) = [/ + c^>(L^>)~' + (Ci")(¿(í"r']j<<?)-

Backward Substitution:

*,= Mr/TV"-
X/ is called the incomplete solution of (1.1).

For the incomplete block odd-even reduction algorithm we get

Lemma 2.1. Suppose A is an N X N Stieltjes matrix. Then the incomplete block

odd-even reduction algorithm generates Aiq), 1 < q < p, that are also N X N Stieltjes

matrices.

Proof. Using induction on q, let us assume Ä{q) is a Stieltjes matrix. Then 4<?) is a

Stieltjes matrix, Ä%<, < 0, andíi^)' = Ä\f. Further, (Dq))'x > Oso that Öq) ̂  0.

Thus

Ä%xh = -sp[öq^q){c^y] ^ o,    (4n.n)' = À%1\,

and 4<?+1) is a symmetric ¿-matrix. Hence, Ä{q+ " is a symmetric ¿-matrix. It now

remains to show that Ä(q+X) is inverse-positive. Since Ä{q) is an M-matrix, there

exists a vector s > 0 such that /i<1?)5 > 0. Define

t= [21 - Ä{q){Ä^y]}Ä{q)

so that Ts > 0. Further,

¿0 = 4"» - Ä%{Ä^ylÄ2v - 4?>(4*>)~14*2v

Since

^M^T'^ ^ -sp[c<|>p^)(c^')'] ^ 0,
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we obtain 4"+ "* > T0s =s 0. Similarly, T± 2,. > < 4?2^' < °- Thus

i<"+l)5 = 4*+l)i + 4?íi1)i + ä%+j\s

> r05 + r2«+i5 + r_2«+iÄ = 7s > o,

and the proof follows.   □

Using the identities

Q^t) = I - Ä^(Ä(0q)y]    and   fPq) = I -{Ä\q)y'Ä{q),

similar to the ones in (2.1) and (2.4), it is now possible to establish a theorem similar

to Theorem 2.1 for the incomplete algorithm.

Theorem 2.3. ¿e? A be an N X N Stieltjes matrix. Then for the incomplete block

odd-even reduction algorithm,

(i) if\\&0)\\x < 1, then \\ÎPq+ "||x < IK//"")2!!,, 0 < q < p - 1,

(ü)if\\&°% < l,tim\\&'+% «IKß^lh.O <?</>- 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction on q. Assume (i) holds up to q. According to the

previous lemma, Ä(q) is a Stieltjes matrix. Define

7-(«+D = Ä«>(I + #«>)    and   #(«+1> = / - (¿0(«+ '>)"'T<"+]).

Then, by Theorem 2.1,

||H<«+I>|U«||(#'>)2|W.

Further,

-rli+ll =  _1(<7)   (il«))"1/!?)

= - [Ä%q(L^y'(Diq)y']&q)[(D(q)y\L^yxÄ%,}

< 49^i < o,

and

r0(*+" = 4" - Ä%{Ä[fxylÄ^ - ÄW(Ä\jxylÄ% < 4"+i».

Since both 4/+ ° ar»d 7o'?+ " are nonsingular M-matrices, then (cf. Varga [19, p. 87])

(¿o«^")"1 >(4«+,))~' >o

and

(r0^'))-,(r^)<(4^")-1(i^,)<o

yielding

||^+1)||00<||/i<*+1»||00,

and (i) follows. The proof of (ii) follows in a similar manner.   D

Corollary. Suppose A is an N X N M-matrix with \\H(0)\\X < 1. Let

m- 1

y(m)= ]1   \l + &q)(Dq)Y] + (Öq))(L(q)y]]y   and   x(m) = [À^]~ly(mK
q=0
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If x, is the incomplete solution o/(l.l), then

H*' ~ X m H°°   <|lñ(m)||

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that

4m)(*/ - *<m)) = - [£#• + ̂ l*/-   n

3. Incomplete Block Cyclic Reduction. The algorithm of cyclic reduction is a

variation of the odd-even reduction algorithm where only selected block rows of the

matrix are eliminated. The basic idea is as follows:

Consider an even block equation of (1.1)

"2i-l*2i-l  + 4i*2i + "21*21+1  = yii-

We eliminate the odd-indexed unknowns from the even-indexed equation by multi-

plying equation (2/ - 1) by (-7?2,_i4;-i) an^ equation (2/ + 1) by (-B'2jA2)+x)

and adding these to equation 2/. The resulting equation is

\ — B2¡_xA2j_xB2j_2)x2i^2 + \\A2j - B2j_xA2j_xB2j_x - B'2jA2i+xB2i)x2i

— {B2¡A2i_i_xB2¡+x)x2i+2 = y2i — B2i_xA2j_xy2j_x - B2¡A2¡+Xy2¡+X.

If we do this to all of the even equations, they make up a new block-tridiagonal

system with half of the original number of blocks. Once this new system has been

solved, the solution of the original system may be obtained by back-substitution into

the odd equations. To solve this new system, the same approach may be applied to

its even indexed equations (the indices of these were originally multiples of four).

The process may be continued until just one block remains.

The complete algorithm can be expressed as follows: (Here, the matrix subscript

denotes the subblock position of (1.1) rather than the diagonals as before.)

BLOCK CYCLIC REDUCTION (Version 1)

Decomposition: Let B}0) = B¡, 40) = A¡(i = 1,..., ¿), and p be an integer such that

2p «: ¿ < 2P+X. Then for each q = 0, 1,2,..., p - 1,

(1)C#2, = B¡qlx(A2f_x)-x, 1 ̂  (2/ - 1)< (¿DIV2*),

(2) C¡f = (B¡f)'(A\f+x)-x, 2 < 2í < (¿ DIV 2"),
(3)A\q+X) = Atf - C¡qlx(B^q)_x)' - C[fB[q\ 1 < i < (LDlV2q+x),

(4) Bjq+X) = -C¡flxB¡q\ 1 < / < (L DIV2«+1 - 1),
where (a DIV b) = c, c the largest integer < a/b.

Forward Substitution: Let y[0) = y¡ (i = I,..., L). Then for each q = 0, 1,2,...,

p-y

yp^-yW-ctoUMx - WMi,     > ̂  '< (£Div2«+I).
Backward Substitution: Let x\p) = (Aip))'xy[p). Then for each q = p - l,p - 2,...,

1,0

x^ = x*¡q+x\       1 «/< (¿DiV2'+1),

^^(^.r^i-te)'^
- {CtfUYAf,       K(2/-1)<(LDIV2*).
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Formally, block cyclic reduction can also be viewed with the use of odd-even

permutations P(q). Such permutations take an ordering of blocks 1, 2,... into the

ordering 1,3,5,..., 2,4,..., cf. Rodrigue et al., [17].

BLOCK CYCLIC REDUCTION (Version 2)

Decomposition: For q = 0, 1,..., p - 1, let (we now resume the diagonal notation)

GO,)1   (£(?))<

£■(<?) i     f(q)

çiq) _ £(?)((J(?))"1)        A(q+X) = F{q) - C(q)(E(q))'.

Forward Substitution: Let y(0) = y. For q = 0, 1,..., p — 1

p(q+n¿(<i)( piq+vy =

p(l+\)y(q)

y<<?>
y,+ .) = ^)_C(^).

Backward Substitution: Let x(p) = (^"ry^. For? = /? - l,/> - 2,.

xa)-(G(*)r1[^i)-(£('))r*('+i)].

Let x{q) be such that

0

p(i+i)JC(?) =

U

cod

(9+1)

For q = 0, I,..., p - 1, let

//<«> = / - (4»)~ V«>,    go = / - A^{A^y\

Since cyclic reduction is nothing more than odd-even reduction on selected block

rows of the matrix, we get immediately from Theorem 2.1,

Theorem 3.1 Suppose 40) " invertible and \\H{Qi)\\x < 1. Then for.q = 0, l,...,p

- I, the block cyclic reduction algorithm yields

(i)A(0q) is invertible, i.e., cyclic reduction is well-defined;

(&)\\H«+l)\\„<\KH<'>)2\\»,

(iii)//||ß<0>||,< l,/Äoi||Ö(,+ 1)lli<llß(,)2|li-

As in incomplete odd-even reduction, it is also possible to define an incomplete

block cyclic reduction algorithm.

INCOMPLETE BLOCK CYCLIC REDUCTION

Decomposition: For q = 0,..., p - 1

(3.9)

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

(3.9c)

(3.9d)

p(?+i)/i(?)(/>(?+i))'=   G(?) |  (¿(<?))'

£(?)   | p{q)

&«) = L(q)D(q)(Liq)Y   (Cholesky decomposition),

Ci">=£0'>(L^)"'(^>)"1)

c^=ÈsxqX(L^y'(b^y\

#?>- sp[C<?>]^
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(3.9e) Ö_q)= sp[C_(i)],

(3.9f) Ä{q+X) = 4V " + Aq+ " + Ä\q+ ",

(3.9g) 4î+,) = #«> - sp[öq)D^(Öq)Y] - sp[ö_q)frq)(Ö„q))'],

(3.9h) 4f ° = -sp[&2)&',)(&')Y]'

(3.9i) 4"+1)= -spfci^/^C^)'].

Forward Substitution: For q = 0, 1,2,.

.»"(?)
„(?)
>od

.>;
(?)

(3.10) yi*+» = yW-Öf(LWylyW

where C±= C±orC±as before.

Backward Substitution: Let

ci?>(¿(^)-V((?)

AP)
-I

(yl(")"'y

Then for q = p - l,p - 2.1,0.

(3.11) x^ = (Dq)y![(&q)y\Dq)y]y<q)- {öq))'x<q+])- {ö_q))'x(í+i)

let x(q) be such that

p^+n^ií) =
y(?)
■*od

,(?+!)

Let

fpq) = i -(4,)) Ä(q\    Q(q) = i - i(9)(4,?)) .

As stated before, incomplete block cyclic reduction is incomplete block odd-even

reduction on selected block rows of the matrix. Hence we get

Theorem 3.2. Suppose A is a Stieltjes matrix and ||77<0)||x < 1. Then for q =

0,1,..., p - I, the incomplete block cyclic reduction algorithm yields

(i) Ä(q) is a Stieltjes matrix;

(ii)\\ÍPq+xx\\x*í\\(ÍP<»)2\\x;

(iii)7/||0Hli < 1, then \\Q<?+D| < IKß^)2!

If the decomposition and forward-substitution phases are terminated at q = m <

p - 1 and the back-substitution begins with

x(m)= (4»<))" y
(m)

then we get

Corollary. If A is a Stieltjes matrix and\\H(0>\\x < 1, then

Am) i

<ll#»Oil

»•/Hoc

where x, is the incomplete solution and x\m) is the incomplete solution determined by

terminating the process at q = m < p — 1.
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4. Point vs. Block Incomplete Cholesky Decomposition. A few words on the

difference between the usual incomplete Cholesky decomposition and that given in

the previous section are worth mentioning. Cyclic reduction is equivalent to block

Gaussian Elimination without (block) pivoting on a permuted system (PAP')(Px)

= Py where P is a permutation matrix taking the original ordering of blocks

1,2,..., ¿into 1,3,5,..., 2,6,10,... 4,12,20,..., 2P. To illustrate, for ¿ = 7

(4.1) PAP' =

B\

Bi

Bi     Ba

B,     B-,

Í7 B6

A,

B5     B'

B3     B'A A

Further, the block Cholesky factorization of PAP' = LDL' yields a block lower

triangular matrix ¿ with the block structure

(4.2) ¿ =

O

XX X

XX X

As mentioned earlier in Section 1, the standard incomplete Cholesky decomposition

commonly found in the literature generates a factorization LDL' where ¿ retains the

sparsity pattern of (4.1). However, in the block incomplete cyclic reduction algo-

rithm, the block sparsity pattern of the block Cholesky factor in (4.2) is maintained.

5. Applications. We consider certain finite difference approximations of the second

order elliptic partial differential equations in two dimensions.

3 A3 u     3 A3 «
(5.1)     - vA(x, y)vu + p(x, y)u

dx¿ sy
+ p(x, y)u =f(x,y)

with A > 0, p Ss 0, (x, y) in some two-dimensional region R. Associated boundary

conditions are

a(x, y) + ß(x, y)^ = a(x, y),

where (x, y) are in T, the sufficiently smooth boundary of R, and du/dn refers to

outward pointing normal on T.

To approximate the solution of (5.1), a network of straight lines with mesh spaces

hx and hy, parallel to each of the coordinate axes, is superimposed over the region.

Then at each regular mesh point (ihx, jh .),

h  r
(- vAvu),7 = T-[A/+I/2,;(«l7 - ul+lJ) + At-l/2j(uu - u,_Xj)\

+ Ä£[AM+i/2(«y - "«,y+l)Ai,y-l/2(",,7 •ij-l )]-
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This yields a set of inhomogeneous, linear, simultaneous, symmetric equations

which can be expressed in matrix notation Ax = y where x and y consist of the

unknown approximate solution utj at (ihx, jhv) and the known boundary values,

respectively. If we assume a columnwise ordering of the unknowns, the coefficient

matrix A is a sparse, structured, real N X N matrix ( TV is the number of unknown

mesh points) with the following properties: (i) symmetric and (ii) positive definite.

We will use the generalized conjugate gradient method of Conçus et al., [2], to solve

this system. A description of the algorithm is given in Appendix I. All computations

are performed on a CRAY-1 vector-processor.

For our first set of computations, we compare the generalized conjugate gradient

methods for preconditioners given by an incomplete Cholesky factorization and an

incomplete block cyclic reduction. For the calculations performed here, the incom-

plete Cholesky factorization provides a preconditioner of the form M = ¿¿r where

¿ =

E,

O
Fi     E2

FL      El

where the E, are lower bidiagonal matrices and the F¡ are tridiagonal matrices. This

factorization is denoted by IC(1,1), [18].

The solution of the residual correction Mzi = r¡ (cf. (3) in Appendix I) is given by

Forward Substitution:

For / = 2,..., ¿,

Backward Substitution:

For/ = ¿ - 1,..., 1,

s, =Ex~xrx.

Si = Erx(r.-Fisi+l).

zl = (ELylsL.

zl = (E-'){s,-F'z,_x).

For the computations here, the inversion of both ¿, and E\ were performed by a

scalar first order recursion. Although on vector machines other than the CRAY,

algorithms such as recursive doubling, cf. Dubois and Rodrigue [3], may be more

suitable.

Incomplete block cyclic reduction consists of two phases: the decomposition and

the forward/backward substitution. The decomposition is performed only once and

is accomplished by the algorithm given in (3.9a-i). The implementation of this

algorithm for calculations done on a vector-processor is given in Appendix II where

the sparsity pattern "sp" is the tridiagonal pattern. In this way, a solution of the

equation Mzi = r¡ by incomplete block cyclic reduction in the conjugate gradient

method is provided.
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Problem 1. The first problem is Laplace's equation on the unit rectangle with

Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.,

A-l,       R = [0,1] x [0,1],

i/(0, y) = i/(l, y) = u(x,0) = u(x, 1) = 0.

A five-point central difference approximation yields a system (1.1) with block

submatrices

1 .

' • - 1 '   4
B, =

For the conjugate gradient iteration, an initial guess of x(0) = 0 was used and the

right-hand side vector, y, was given by Ax = y where the components of x were

randomly generated. Both the incomplete Cholesky (IC(1,1)) and the incomplete

block cyclic reduction (IBCR) variations of the conjugate gradient were coded in

CRAY-Fortran (CFT) in such a manner that full vectorization of algorithms by the

compiler was accomplished. These were then tested on the CRAY-1. The iterations

were terminated when

\\x(k) - x\\2
-—rr^—— < 10"7.

Table 1 lists the results (time is in sees.) and K refers to the number of numerical

grid points on each of the sides of the numerical grid.

Problem 2. The second problem is (5.1) where we assume that the region R is the

unit rectangle, [0,1] X [0,1], hx = hv = h = l/K + 1, the boundary conditions are

pure Neumann, i.e.

du ,.     ,      S"/,     \     3« /    „x     3«/     ,x
^(0,y) = ^(l,y) = ^(x,0) = ^(x,l) = 0

and p(x, y) = a = constant > 0. The function A(x, y) is generated randomly to

take on values in the interval (0,1).

In this way, the coefficient matrix A approaches singularity as a -» 0. The same

computational environment as in the previous problem was maintained. Table 2

records the results.

Comments. In all of the experiments, we see that the number of iterations for both

methods is roughly the same. However, as the number of gridpoints increases, the

IC(1,1) method begins to require approximately 1.5 as much CPU times as the

IBCR method. The reason for this is quite obvious—the vector lengths are larger in

the IBCR method and can exploit the pipelining capability of the computer.

6. Other Preconditioning Systems. If the original system (1.1) is a Stieltjes matrix

and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, then the off-diagonal blocks of the

generated matrices &q) in (3.9d and e) begin to decay quadratically. Hence, if one

uses z\m), m < p, instead of z¡, in the conjugate gradient method where z\m) is
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obtained by stopping the incomplete block cyclic reduction process at the m th cycle,

then by Theorem 3.2, the iteration count may not be severely affected. To test this,

Problem 2 was rerun. As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 in Heller, [7], the matrix

does in fact satisfy Theorem 3.2. Table 3 records the results. For comparison

purposes, the time in parentheses is the time taken from Table 2 for the IC(1,1)

algorithm.

Comments. As one can see, only two cycles of reduction are necessary to achieve

the minimum number of iterations. In doing so, the IC(1,1) is now twice as

expensive as the early termination IBCR method. If the algorithm were executed in a

multi-processing environment, an even greater speed-up would be obtained since

each level of cyclic reduction involves data-rnovement through the memory-processor

interface.
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Table 1.    5 pt. Laplace equation on N X N grid

Table 2.    5 pt. random matrix
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Table 3.    Random matrix with early termination of cyclic reduction
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Appendix I

GENERALIZED CONJUGATE-GRADIENT ALGORITHM for solving Ax = y:
Let M be a symmetric positive-definite matrix and x0 an arbitrary initial vector.

Let r0 = y - Ax0 andp0 = M'xr0. Then for z' = 0,1,2,...

(l)xj+x = x, + a,p„ where a, = (r„ M~xr,)/(p„ Apt),

(2)r,i+i aiAPi,

(3)P¡ + ] = M~xri+X + &/>,, whereft = (ri+x, M-'r, +,)/(/-,, M"V,).

Appendix II

INCOMPLETE BLOCK CYCLIC REDUCTION

Decomposition: Let A(Q) = A. Then for q = 0,1,..., p - 1 let

#?> = £(?>/}(?>(£<?>)',

where

b(q) = d{çq),     Dq) = i + i[q\

and

(i) (/>>)-■ = K¿z\-iífy.
i = 0

Since we are using the tridiagonal sparsity pattern,

Hq) _  Aq)     +  „(?)   _l_  Aq)
"-+ c+,-l   ~ L+,0 T c+,l-
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¿^ Aq) ,(?) ,(?)

Further,

(2) Etf> = ei\> + e0q> + e\q{,

so that the scalar diagonals of 0¡x are constructed by performing (3.9b) with (2) and

a truncated series in (1), i.e.,

,<?) ,(?)un
c+,o     eo   v"o   )

C.    . = eiq)-er{d^y

e_x(i[qxY(d^y] = ep(dpr - c+MY,

eVWYiWY1 + WdWYfiWT1
= e\qx(d^y] + c%(i[vy.

A similar algorithm can be used for 0_q).

Again, since we are using the tridiagonal sparsity pattern,

i(?+D = /7(?+l) + n<-q+X) + n(q+X)
^0 a0,-l       '   "on «n i*0,0 •0,1

Now,

/K«)-/-(f) + /o(i)-/i(,),

so that an algorithm for (3.9g) is

(?+D = f(q) _ Aq) ¿W(Aq)  )' - c(q)d(-q)(c(-q))' - c(q)d(q)c"0,0 Jo        c+,-i"o   \c+,-\)       c+,i"o   \c+,\l       c+,o"o   c+,o

- c^Vo'H^i)' - ¿W(c-tf)' - cL$dPc2.$,

.,(9+1) =  /(?) _   Aq)   A(q)Aq)  _ Aq) tj(q)( Aq) \ '"0,-1 ¿1 c+,-l"0    c+,0        c+.0"0    \c+,\)

- Aq) Mq)Aq) - Aq)rf<,q)(r    \<c-.-i"o   c-,o      c-.o"o   vc-.i; >

a(?+.) = /(?) _ c(+?j4?)c(?) - c(44*)(c^,)'

-c£?4«>c<fl-c<iM«>(c_H)'.

Similarly, an algorithm for (3.9h)

ûiir^-c^wo^-c^^H^i)',

flíri,)--c¿W)c£Í-c(+«¿4')(^i)'.

and an algorithm for (3.9i)

a<?w = -¿wKcWY - c">A'K<%l*Y - <Wd«J.

aWJi = -cifA^l - ¿PH*®)'.

a (9+1)
+ i,+ i -cW^l-fWI^i)'
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The forward and backward substitutions are given by (3.10) and (3.11) where the

inversion of the ¿(l?)'s is carried out by a first order scalar recursion.
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